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OPEN COLOUR – KATEGORIE MAAND WENNER  

One way down by Lwandisenkosi Mkandla from Queens College  

I am a scholar at Queens College and are currently in Grade 12 

With photography I always believe there is such a things as being in the right place at the 

right time,such as u was fortunate to take this shot. it was a Darby in East London vs 

stinging high school as it was one of our first darbies and I really wanted post something on 

my photography page to show that we are back into winter sport,now as the first team came 

onto play,there were plays being made after every phase and I was determined to take 

atleast a few good photos of a brilliant play or two before the game got stale. 

There I was my CF card was pretty much full I was fortunate enough to borrow a cf card 

from one of the society members and as I got it I kneeled on one knee going to follow the 

play then before I knew it a big tackle was coming up,everything was perfect iso,f-stop and 

aperture was set, I see the player go up my finger became trigger friendly and to my surprise 

I got the key moment to a brilliant tackle. If you’d like to see some more of my work my 

instagram handle is: lmkay_photography  
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Make: Canon 

Model: Canon EOS 7D 

Software: Adobe Photoshop Lightroom Classic 8.2.1 (Windows) 

Date Taken: 2000-01-01 01:00:22 

Exposure Time: 1/1250 sec 

F Number: f/5.6 

ISO Speed Ratings: ISO 250 

Exposure Program: Manual 

Metering Mode: Partial 

Exposure Bias: 0 EV 



 
 

 

Flash: No flash,compulsory 

Focal Length: 250 mm 

35mm Equivalent:  

Lens Model: EF-S55-250mm f/4-5.6 IS STM 


